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Abstract—For those who have lost the ability to move their hand,
going through repetitious motions with the assistance of a therapist is
the main method of recovery. We have been developed a robotic
assistive device to rehabilitate the hand motions in place of the
traditional therapy. The developed assistive device (RAD-HR) is
comprised of four degrees of freedom enabling basic movements,
hand function, and assists in supporting the hand during
rehabilitation. We used a nonlinear computed torque control
technique to control the RAD-HR. The accuracy of the controller was
evaluated in simulations (MATLAB/Simulink environment). To see
the robustness of the controller external disturbance as modelling
uncertainty (±10% of joint torques) were added in each joints.

Keywords—Biorobotics, rehabilitation, nonlinear control, robotic
assistive device, exoskeleton.

I

I. INTRODUCTION

N the United States each year more than 795,000 people
suffer a stroke [1]. As many as 9 out of 10 of the survivors
require rehabilitation of a varying degree [2]. Commonly
affected parts are the hands which are vitally important for
numerous functions as part of our daily lives. The application
of a robotic assistance device in the process of rehabilitation
of hand motion sees significant improvement in motor
functionality recovery of the upper-limb after therapy [3]. To
assist disabled individuals in the process of rehabilitation of
their impaired hand motor skills, we have designed a robotic
assistive device (RAD-HR). Focusing on immediate postinjury rehabilitation using a simplified design. The simplified
design of the RAD-HR allows for the recovery, and
rehabilitation of basic hand motion after stroke or injurie.
Compared to the conventional rehabilitation process, the
use of a robotic assisted device in rehabilitation has great
advantages in terms of clinical, and biomechanical measures.
The use of robotic assisted devices in the rehabilitation
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process see a larger improvement in the Fugl-Meyer
assessment of motor impairment [4]. The Fugl-Meyer
assessment scale was developed as a performance based
impairment index and is used as a quantitative measure of
sensorimotor recover after a stroke.
The use of a robotic assisted device in rehabilitation
opposed to traditional therapy sees an improvement of the
direct cost-savings, and other indirect economic benefits [5].
The direct cost-savings are defined as the money spent out of
pocket for the rehabilitation, and related expenses. The
indirect economic benefits are defined as the improved quality
of life, and the retention of the recovery.
Our RAD-HR was modelled on the average adult human
hand articulations and range of movement [6]. Using the
modified Denavit-Hertenberg (DH) method [7], we developed
the kinematic model for the RAD-HR. In the dynamic
modelling and simulation, the RAD-HR parameters such as
link lengths, masses, and centroids of inertia, are estimated
using the properties of a typical adult human hand [8]. The
RAD-HR is designed to be worn on the forearm and the back
of the hand, and was developed to provide the complete range
of motion for the hand, e.g. pronation and supination, flexion
and extension, and radial and ulnar movements of wrist joint;
and the flexion and extension of the fingers. To maneuver the
RAD-HR, a nonlinear computed torque control (CTC)
technique [9] was employed in the dynamic simulation and
implemented as the control system. The effectiveness of CTC
to control a redundant robotic device, ETS-MARSE, was
shown in our previous research [12].
In the next section of this paper, we present the kinematics,
and dynamic model for the proposed RAD-HR. Details of the
design, and development of the proposed RAD-HR are then
presented in Section III. Section IV presents the dynamics of
the RAD-HR used in the control system. Section V details the
control system strategy for the proposed RAD-HR. In Section
VI, simulation results are presented to evaluate the
performance of the controller. Finally, the paper ends with the
conclusion, and the future work in Section VII.
II. KINEMATICS
The kinematics for the RAD-HR was based on the modified
DH method [7]. To find the modified DH parameters, we
assumed that the link frames of each successive axes of
rotation coincide with the joint axes of rotation and are of the
same order.
The first joint, {1} (point-O in Fig. 1), is the
Supination/Pronation of the arm. Joints 2, and 3 (point-A in
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Fiig. 1) togetherr constitute thee wrist joint. JJoint 2 is the fflexion
annd extension oof the wrist, aand joint 3 is tthe radial andd ulnar
deeviation of thee wrist. Joint 4 (point-B inn Fig. 1) is thhen the
coombined flexioon and extensiion of the fourr fingers.

Fig. 1 Link frame
fr
assignmennts
TA
ABLE I
MODIFIED D
DH PARAMETERS
JJoint (i)
αi-1
di
ai-1
0
1
0
2
-π/2
0
0
3
-π/2
0
0
4
π/2
0

θi
θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4

The modifiedd DH parametters of the linkk frame assignnments
arre summarizedd in Table I. These param
meters are ussed to
reppresent the ppositions and orientations of the framess with
respect to the fixed
f
referencee frame, {0} (point-O in F
Fig. 1).
Coonsider that thhe fixed framee of referencee {0} is locateed at a
distance aB from
m the frame {22} (at point-A
A in Fig. 1). G
General
foorm of a linkk transformatioon that relatees frame {i} to the
fraame {i-1} [7] is expressed in (1).
0

III. DESIGN OF THEE ASSISTIVE DEVICE
T
The RAD-HR
R (Fig. 2) uuses the bassic biomechannical
behaviors of an aaverage humaan hand to sim
mplify the design.
Thiss allows us to focus on the main m
motions desireed to
recoover. The R
RAD-HR is llimited to thhe pronation and
supiination of thee forearm, thhe two joints of the hand and
addditionally the fingers. The two main joinnts are wheree the
fourr fingers attacch to the hannd (point-B inn Fig. 1), andd the
wrisst (point-A inn Fig. 1). Thesse joints have been restricteed in
therre range of mootion for patieent safety, speecified in Tabble II
[10]], [11]. The m
motion is resstricted mostlyy by limitingg the
phyysical capabilitties of the RA
AD-HR to rannges less thann that
of aan average heaalthy humans rranges of motiion in their hannd.
T
The RAD-HR attaches to the
t forearm, ppalm, thumb, and
finggers. Three m
micro linear seervos were ussed to actuatee the
RAD
D-HR in ordeer to help movve the hand aappropriately. One
actuuator is placeed on the bacck of the hannd to operatee the
flexxion and extennsion of the finngers. The flexxion and extennsion
of thhe fingers maanipulates a seeparate sub-meechanism which is
attached to the thhumb. When the fingers ggo into flexionn the
thum
mb will also and vice verrsa. There aree then two seervos
mouunted on top of the forearm
m which aid iin the flexionn and
exteension (both of them exttend fully, or
o retract to half
exteension), and the
t radial andd ulnar deviaation (one exttends
fullyy one retractts fully) of thhe wrist, andd one actuatorr for
pronnation and suppination of thee forearm as w
well.
T
The RAD-HR is designed tto be worn onn the forearm
m and
the back of the hhand. The devvice is suppossed to be attaached
w be mounteed on
withh the hand by soft wrist straap. Then, it will
an arm
a support ((Fig. 3) that w
will help to hoold the arm sttable
whiile going throuugh exercises.
TAB
BLE II
RANGES OF MOTION AND LIMITTING RANGES FOR
R THE RAD-HR
Motion
Average Humaan [8]
RAD-H
HR
20°
22°
Radiial Deviation
Ulnnar Deviation
30°
22°
W
Wrist
Flexion
70°
90°
90°
90°
E
Extension
90°
90°
Flexiion/Extension
F
Fingers
90°
90°
Foorearm Supinaation/Pronation

(1)

1
0

(2)
(3)
whhere
is tthe rotation matrix
m
that desccribes the fram
me {i}
in relation to thhe previous frrame {i-1}. A
Additionally,
is
frame {i} relattive to the previous
the vector of thhe origin of fr
fraame {i-1}. Thhe positions aand orientatioons of the refference
fraame attached to the finger joint {4} with respect to thee fixed
reference framee {0} can thenn be obtainedd by multiplyinng the
individual transformation mattrices.
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Fig. 2 RAD-HR
R attached to a simplified handd-forearm modeel

T
This base holdds the arm att a slight inccline to allow
w full
operation of the RAD-HR. Thhe RAD-HR simply slides into
the arm swivel inn the center. Thhe arm swivell is controlled by a
This allows foor the
servvo motor whicch is mounted underneath. T
supiination and pronation
p
of tthe arm to beetter facilitatee the
rehaabilitation process.
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(5)

,
,

)

alwayys exists sinnce
posiitive definite.

(6)

is symmetrical and

V. CO
ONTROL

The dynamicc behaviour off the RAD-HR
R can be modelled as
foollows by the rrigid body dynnamic equationn:

T
To manage, dirrect, and reguulate the behavviour of the RADR
HR,, we have em
mployed nonllinear computted torque control
techhnique. A schhematic diagraam of the CTC
C for RAD-H
HR is
show
wn in Fig. 4. The CTC alloows us to adjuust for error inn the
trajeectory trackingg as it is beingg created.
T
The error vectoor, E, and its derivatives
d
aree defined as:

(4)

(7)

Fig. 3 RAD-HR moounted on a basee/arm rest
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IV. DYNAMICS

,

is the
whhere
∈
is the joint variables vecctor, ∈
geeneralized torques vector,
∈
is the inertia m
matrix,
, ∈
iss the Corioliss/centrifugal vector,
v
and
∈
is the gravity vector. However, this is only in ann ideal
seetting. Thereffore, to take into accoount the moodeling
unncertainty, an external distuurbance as nooise is added in the
dyynamic modelling of the R
RAD-HR. Theerefore, (4) ccan be
wrritten as:

wheere the terms , , and
symbolize thhe desired anggular
posiition, velociity, and accceleration, rrespectively. The
term
ms , , andd
are repreesent positivee definite diaggonal
mattrices of the proportional, derivative, annd integral ggains.
Thee proportionaal coefficient, , corrects for the preesent
valuues of error. The integral coefficient, , corrects forr the
pastt values of errror. The derivaative coefficieent, , adjustts for
the possible futurre error values.

τn

mputed Torque C
Control
Fig. 4 Schematic ddiagram of Com

VI. SIIMULATION
C system thhat we
To see the performance of our CTC
deeveloped for oour RAD-HR,, firstly we sim
mulated an exxercise
reppresenting inddividual joint movement (F
Fig. 5) and seccondly
ann exercise w
with multi-joiint movemennt of hand which
baasically mimiccked pick andd drop a targett (Fig. 6). Thhe later
onne is that the R
RAD-HR withh its base shoulld be kept on a table
annd subject wouuld try to pickk a target from
m left and dropp it on
rigght, then it w
would return its initial possition. Thereffore, it
requires forearm
m pronation aand supinationn, wrist flexioon and
exxtension, wristt radial and ullnar deviation,, and fingers fflexion
annd extension tto be executedd simultaneouusly. The simuulation
ussed generatedd trajectories which corresspond to thesse two
typpes of movement. In praactice, there m
might be unw
wanted
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distu
turbance, moddeling errors, or noise, theerefore simulaation
wass carried out with
w ±10% distturbance in thee joints.
F
Fig. 5 depictss the simulatted result forr individual joint
movvement of subbject’s hand whereas
w
Fig. 6 shows the result
r
for multi-joint m
movement. The simulationn plots generrated
origginally with a rreference trajeectory (Figs. 5 and 6; dottedd line
in tthe first row oof the plots), or the desiredd motion, andd the
meaasured or the outcome of the simulation (Figs. 5 annd 6;
solid line in the ffirst row of thhe plots) of thee CTC system
m. As
Figs. 5 and 6, the desireed and meassured
we see from F
trajeectories are aalmost overlappped and inddistinguishablee for
eachh case that deepicts how cloosely the referrence trajectoory is
folloowed by. Thhe reason behhind this is thhat simulationn for
eithher cases prodduce very low
w error ( 0.2
25° , error vs. time
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plots in Figs. 55, and 6) whiich advocatess the efficienccy and
roobustness of coontroller that we developedd. In spite of hhaving
nooise in each jjoint, CTC iss capable enoough to folloow the
deesired trajectoory. Howeverr, required torques to movve the

joinnts are also plootted against ttime. In Fig. 55, torque (red line)
andd noise (blue liine) is shown for every joinnt and the am
mount
D-HR
of ttorque is prettty much low which indicaates that RAD
wouuld need low eenergy.

F 5 Simulatedd result, individuual joint movem
Fig.
ment
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